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What is EazyRESULT…?




It is a software for preparing result of students from class 1st to 10th as per CBSE
latest evaluation pattern.
Class teachers will be able to enter marks of periodic tests, notebook submission,
subject enrichment etc and result will be prepared with single click.
Note: CBSE has issued new exam pattern for class 10th only. CBSE has further
instructed to follow the same pattern for class 9th also. The new pattern of
evaluation, with little modification, can be used for class 6th to 8th also. CBSE has
not given any direction of evaluation pattern to be used for class 1st to 5th.
However, this software can be used for class 1st to 5th also if school is following
evaluation pattern of class 1st to 5th similar to class 6th to 8th.

Salient Features of EazyRESULT


Result for Class 6-10: It is a software which can be used for preparing result
of students from class 1st to 10th as per CBSE latest evaluation pattern. Class
teachers will be able to enter marks of periodic tests, notebook submission,
subject enrichment etc and result will be prepared with single click.



Result for Class 11-12: CBSE has not given any specific direction for class 11th
and 12th. However, our team has designed evaluation pattern for class 11th and
12th which is quite similar to the lasted guidelines.



Result for Class 1-5: If your school is following same pattern of evaluation in
class 1-5 then you can also used this software for class 1-5. If your school has
some different format of examination for class 1-5, then exclusive order can be
placed to add new module in the software. New module will be added with some
additional charges.



Report Card after Every Test/Exam: Class teachers can generate report
cards as soon as a test/exam is over and marks are entered in the software. For
example, after Periodic Test-1 is over in the month of July or August, class
teacher can generate report cards which can be given to students or parents.



Send Result by Email: This is an excellent feature of this software. Once a test
or exam is over and marks are entered, class teachers can send result of every
student of his/her to their parents by email with single click. The software has
built in email sending system. Class teachers do not need to remember email id
and password. Software will send emails to every parent. This features can also
be used to send any specific information to parents e.g. “PTA meeting for class
6-A is on 23-08-2017” or “School will remain closed on 14-09-2017” etc.
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Import Student Data from Excel: Basic student data like student name,
admission number, class, section, mother, father, date of birth, caste, mobile,
email, gender, category etc are very important. You need to type these data one
by one for every student of your school. If you have student data in excel file
then you need not to type. Software will automatically retrieve data from an
excel file. It will save lots of your time and energy.



Export Data to Excel: Whatever data class teachers are entering in the
software can be exported to excel. Data exported in excel can be used for some
other purpose and can be saved as backup. Student profile, marks for periodic
tests, half yearly exam, annual exam, subject wise marks etc can be export to
excel.



Marks to be Sent to CBSE: Marks given for periodic tests [10 marks],
notebook submission [05 marks] and subject enrichment [05 marks] are called
internal marks [10+05+05=20 marks]. At the end CBSE will sought these marks
from school for class 10. This software will generate a separate report which can
be sent to CBSE on demand.



Customization: School can customize the software as per their need. For
example, if you want to conduct periodic test of 30 marks in class 6th and of 40
marks in class 8th, it can be done in the software. Name and sequences of
subjects etc can also be changed as per need.



Misc Subjects: Many schools keep some misc subject like GK, Music, Yoga,
Computer, Dance, Drama, Swimming etc. School can have maximum of 3 misc
subjects and marks can be entered two times in an academic year. Entered
marks will be reflected in the term report cards only.



Report Card in Word: This software generates report card in Microsoft Word
format. All of your teachers are familiar with MS-Word therefore; working on
word file will be quite easy for them.



A4 Paper Size: This software uses A4 paper size [portrait or landscape] to print
report cards and other reports. A4 size is a standard size and it is available easily
in the market. Almost all printers use A4 size paper. A school can make report
card paper more attractive by printing some water mark on the paper
beforehand.
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Multi User System: User can be of two types: a) Admin: Admin can access all
classes, settings and features and b) Class Teacher: Class teacher with their
password can access their respective class only. They cannot enter or change
marks of other classes.



Data Backup: A computer is after all a machine and sometimes it breaks down
also. Therefore, school can take backup of data from time to time can store it at
safe place. In the event of any problem backup data can be restored. Taking
back up and restoring data is very simple.



Help Menu for Every Module: This software has been designed in such a way
that a person with little compute knowledge can work on it. Most of the
operation can be performed by common sense only. However, if class teachers
struck at any point they can see help window with single click. Help button is
placed on every module.
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Evaluation Pattern for Class 9-10
SN

Features

1.

Total Main Subjects:

Yes

2.

Additional Subjects:

No

3.

Misc Subjects:

Yes

4.

Pass/Fail:

Yes

5.

Half Yearly Exam:

No

6.

Periodic Test:

Yes

7.

Notebook Submission:

Yes

8.

Subject Enrichment:

Yes

9.

Attendance:

Yes

10.

Co-Scholastic:

Yes
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Yes/No

Description
Minimum 5 and maximum 6 main subjects.
E.g Hindi, English, Science, Maths, Social
Science. School can choose subjects as per
their need.
There will no additional subjects.
Minimum 0 and maximum 3 subjects. E.g.
Computer, GK, Music, Dance, Swimming etc.
Schools can choose misc subjects as per their
need.
Students have to secure 33% marks in
internal [Periodic Test, Notebook Submission
and Subject Enrichments] and 33% in
external [Annual Exam]. To be promoted,
students have to pass in all subjects with at
least 33% marks. [As per CBSE Guidelines]
There will be no half year exam for class 9-10
as per CBSE guidelines.
Out of 3 periodic tests, average of best two
will be taken and converted to 10. [As per
CBSE Guidelines].
Class teacher can enter marks out of 5 for
notebook submission. Marks can be entered
once in Term-1 and second in Term-2.
Class teacher can enter marks out of 5 for
Subject Enrichment. Marks can be entered
once in Term-1 and second in Term-2.
Class teachers can enter attendance two
times. First in Term-1 and second in Term-2.
Percentage of attendance will be shown on
report cards.
5 point grades from A-E will be given for
Work Education, Art Education, Health and
Physical Education and Discipline. Grades will
be given only once because there is not term
pattern for class 9-10.
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Evaluation Pattern for Class 6-8
SN

Features

Yes/No

1.

Total Main Subjects:

Yes

2.

Additional Subjects:

Yes

3.

Misc Subjects:

Yes

4.

Pass/Fail:

No

5.

Half Yearly Exam:

Yes

6.

Periodic Test:

Yes

7.

Notebook Submission:

Yes

8.

Subject Enrichment:

Yes

9.

Attendance:

Yes
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Description
Minimum 5 and maximum 6 main subjects.
E.g Hindi, English, Science, Maths, Social
Science. School can choose subjects as per
their need.
One additional subject can be offered. Marks
of additional subject will have no effect on
overall result.
Minimum 0 and maximum 3 subjects. E.g.
Computer, GK, Music, Dance, Swimming etc.
Schools can choose misc subjects as per their
need.
Students have to secure 33% marks in
internal and 33% in external separately.
However, all students, irrespective of their
results, will be promoted to next higher class
with following remarks:
Pass: “Qualified and Promoted”
Fail: “Promoted under RTE”
[There is no pass/fail system for class 6-8 as
per CBSE guidelines. It means child should
not be detained.]
There will be half yearly exam for class 6-8.
Software allows to take 2 Periodic Tests
before half yearly exam and another 2
periodic Test before annual exam. That
means total 4 periodic tests in a year. If
school wants to conduct only 1 periodic test
before half yearly and another before annual
means total 2 periodic tests, it is possible in
the software.
Class teacher can enter marks out of 5 for
notebook submission. Marks can be entered
once in Term-1 and second in Term-2.
Class teacher can enter marks out of 5 for
Subject Enrichment. Marks can be entered
once in Term-1 and second in Term-2.
Class teachers can enter attendance two
times. First in Term-1 and second in Term-2.
Percentage of attendance will be shown on
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10.

Co-Scholastic:

Yes

report cards.
3 point grades from A-C will be given for
Work Education, Art Education, Health and
Physical Education and Discipline. Grades can
be entered two times for both terms.

Evaluation Pattern for Class 1-5
SN

Features

Yes/No

Description

All the things for class 1-5 are similar to class 6-8 mentioned above. There are only two
difference as under:
 Minimum 4 and maximum 5 subjects can be taken.
 There is no additional subject for class 1-5.
 Misc subjects are allowed similar to class 6-8.
Note: If school wants to have some different pattern of evaluation for class 1-5, school
can place order. Module will be developed with some additional charges.

Evaluation Pattern for Class NUR, LKG & UKG
SN

Features

Yes/No

Description

Since there is no uniform pattern of NUR, LKG and UKG. Different school used different
format of report cards for these pre-primary classes. Therefore, it is not possible to
design a universal format. This software does not have module for NUR, LKG and UKG.
Note: If school wants to include module in the software, it can be done with some
additional charges.
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Evaluation Pattern for Class 11
There is no uniform pattern of evaluation for class 11. CBSE has not given any specific
direction in this regards. Different schools different format of report card and result
preparing methods for class 11. However, our team has designed an evaluation pattern
which is quite similar to latest CBSE guidelines.
SN

Features

Yes/No

1.

Total Main Subjects:

Yes

2.

Additional Subjects:

Yes

3.

Misc Subjects:

No

4.

Pass/Fail:

Yes

5.

Periodic Tests:

Yes

6.

Half Yearly Exam:

Yes

7.

Annual Exam:

Yes

8.

Streams:

Yes
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Description
Any 5 subjects can be taken e.g. Geography,
Accountancy, and Economics etc. Each
student can be having different subject
combination. For example in class 12 Science
one student can have Hindi, English, Physics,
Chemistry and Biology while another student
can have English, Physics, Chemistry, Maths
and Computer Science.
6th subject will be treated as additional
subject. A student can have either 5 or 6
subjects in total.
No misc subjects for class 11.
Students have to pass as per CBSE rules i.e
they must secure 33% marks in theory and
33% marks in practical [wherever applicable]
separately to pass in a subject. They must
pass in all 5 subjects. If they fail in any one
elective subject, marks of additional subject
will be used to prepare result.
Total two periodic tests. First before half
yearly exam and anther before annual exam.
Max. Marks of periodic test can be set by
school, say 30, 40 or any marks.
Exam will be conducted for full marks as per
CBSE. For example:
 100 marks for Hindi, English, Maths etc
 70+30 for Physics, Geography etc.
 80+20 for History etc.
Max. Marks for theory and practical/project
can be set by school as per need.
Similar to half yearly exams. Theory and
practical both can be conducted.
All 3 streams i.e. Science, Humanities or Arts
and Commerce are there in the software.
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Weightage of Marks for Final Result Preparation in Class 11
Test/Exam
Periodic Test-1
Half Yearly Exam
Periodic Test-2
Annual Exam
Total Marks:

Weightage
10
30
10
50
100

Weightage in Detail

Test/Exam
Periodic Test-1
Periodic Test-2
Half Yearly [Theory]
Half Yearly [Practical]
Annual Exam [Theory]
Annual Exam [Practical]
Total
Example:
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Subject
without
Practical
10
10
30
-50
-100

Subject with
30 Marks
Practical
10
10
21
9
35
15
100

Subject with
20 Marks
Project
10
10
24
6
40
10
100

Hindi

Physics

History
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Evaluation Pattern for Class 12
Since class 12 is board class, school does not need to provide any result to parents.
Tests and exams in class 12 are conducted only see academic performance of a
student. All tests / exams conducted for class 12 has no influence on final result.
Keeping this in mind, our team have designed following evaluation pattern for class 12.
SN

Features

1.

Total Main Subjects:

Yes

2.

Additional Subjects:

Yes

3.

Misc Subjects:

No

4.

Pass/Fail:

No

5.

Periodic Tests:

Yes

6.

Pre-Board Exams:

Yes

7.

Attendance:

Yes

8.

Streams:

Yes
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Yes/No

Description
Any 5 subjects can be taken e.g. Geography,
Accountancy, and Economics etc. Each
student can be having different subject
combination. For example in class 12 Science
one student can have Hindi, English, Physics,
Chemistry and Biology while another student
can have English, Physics, Chemistry, Maths
and Computer Science.
6th subject will be treated as additional
subject. A student can have either 5 or 6
subjects in total.
No misc subjects for class 12.
Pass / fail are not applicable. Only raw marks
as result will be printed on report card which
can be given to parents or sent to parents by
email.
Maximum 5 periodic tests can be conducted
in different months to see academic progress
of students. Maximum marks for periodic
tests will be fixed, say 30 or 40 or anything
as per school need.
Once syllabus is covered, school can conduct
maximum of 3 pre-board exams of full marks
[of 100, or 80 or 70 as the case may be]
Attendance is very important for class 12.
Minimum 75% attendance is needed to
appear for board exam. Parents must be
informed about the attendance of their
wards. Therefore, attendance has been
included in every test/exam. Class teacher
can inform the parents as many as 8 times
about attendance which includes 5 periodic
tests and 3 pre-board exams.
All 3 streams i.e. Science, Humanities or Arts
and Commerce are there in the software.
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Price of the Software








Price of EazyRESUT software will be Rs. 10,000/- per copy for the current
session 2017-18. It may increase in next academic year.
One copy is sufficient for a school as all class teachers can work on single
software.
Full payment has to be made in advance.
Once payment is received, registration key will be supplied to make the software
full version.
One time payment only. No annual renewal charge.
If school wants to add some new features, or to remove some features from
software, some additional charges will be applicable.
Our existing clients will be given discount of 25%. They can avail the software in
Rs. 7,500/- only.

From Where to Download


Software will be available on our official website given below.

http://netbit.in




Since software development and testing is under process, it will be available for
download by 15th July 2017.
YouTUBE video giving full demonstration will be uploaded soon.
For more details contact us at:
Email: netbittechnology@gmail.com
Mobile/WhatsApp: 8017008784
********
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